High throughput analysis of samples has been a topic increasingly discussed in both light and electron microscopy. Deep learning can help implement high throughput analysis by segmenting images in a pixel-by-pixel fashion and classifying these regions. However, to date, relatively little has been done in the realm of automated high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) micrograph analysis. Neural networks for HRTEM have, so far, focused on identification of single atomic columns in single materials systems. For true high throughput analysis, networks will need to not only recognize atomic columns but also segment out regions of interest from background for a wide variety of materials. We therefore analyze the requirements for achieving a high performance convolutional neural network for segmentation of nanoparticle regions from amorphous carbon in HRTEM images. We also examine how to achieve generalizability of the neural network to a range of materials. We find that networks trained on micrographs of a single material system result in worse segmentation outcomes than one which is trained on a variety of materials' micrographs. Our final network is able to segment nanoparticle regions from amorphous background with 91% pixelwise accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The last decade has seen a huge push in high throughput materials discovery.
A portion of this has been the Materials Project, which provides high throughput computations of material properties [1] . Similarly, other high throughput materials discovery efforts have also created a need for automated structural validation which can be used in a high throughput manner [2] [3] [4] . This is particularly apparent in the area of high throughput nanomaterial design and synthesis, where microstructural features, such as nanoparticle size and shape or the presence of grain boundaries and crystal defects, can strongly influence the material's properties [5] [6] [7] [8] . Additionally, heterogeneity in these microstructural features within populations of nanomaterials will have observable effects on the bulk behavior [6, 7, 9] . Therefore, a means of automated atomic structure characterization is required to complete the high throughput materials discovery process. In addition, one could imagine that automating the atomic resolution segmentation task could be extremely influential in enabling studies of the heterogeneity of nanoparticle populations, an area which has been out of reach.
Electron microscopy is the only technique which can enable the analysis of local atomic-scale structure and account for structural heterogeneity. Techniques such as X-ray diffraction may provide precise crystallographic information, but only by averaging over the structure of thousands of particles.
Electron microscopy is therefore the method of choice to identify local, atomic-scale structural features. However, large scale information extraction from electron micrographs is often prohibitively time consuming. Simple tasks such as particle size and shape classification can be difficult and and are often performed manually [10] . While automated identification of local structures is possible [11, 12] , it is challenging, time consuming, and sample-dependent, resulting in a constraint on the number of particles and number of samples analyzed. The sample-dependence of previous techniques is a particularly important limitation towards fully automated characterization with HRTEM. Because the sample will determine the amount of scattering and therefore the contrast between nanoparticle and background, methods that rely solely on thresholding may fail unpredictably when broadly applied.
Here we demonstrate a method for transferable, automated identification of metallic nanoparticle structures from HRTEM, which relies not only on changes in contrast, but on the high-resolution lattice texture in the nanoparticles themselves. Given recent advances in image interpretation using deep learning [13, 14] , segmentation via convolutional neural net (CNN) is a promising route towards automatic interpretation of HRTEM micrographs.
To date, most work on segmentation of TEM images has been applied to biological samples and cryo-electron microscopy [15, 16] . However, the different length scales involved in these imaging modalities mean that detection can largely revolve around edge detection and be dependent on mass and thickness contrast.
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High resolution imaging for materials science samples are dependent on much different contrast mechanisms; predominately phase contrast which can result in highly nonlinear images [17] . Due to the image not being a simple projection of atomic potentials, previously implemented particle detection methods are not expected to be effective.
Only recently has there been work on segmentation of HRTEM and high resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (HRSTEM). The application of CNNs to HRSTEM data has focused primarily on identifying atoms in sheets of material filling the entire field of view or in the prediction of atomic column thickness or specific atom tracking [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Most work in this area has focused on atomic column finding in HRSTEM images, for example atom finding on large graphene sheets in HRSTEM data to identify defects [18] [20] . This approach has also been applied to HRSTEM in situ movies of WS 2 [21] . While most of these works focus on a thin film which fills the field of view, recent work has identified atomic columns belonging to a graphene region surrounded by amorphous carbon [24] . Less work has been done in the area of HRTEM but what has been done has also focused on atomic column finding, with applications in strain and thickness measurement [19] . Particle finding algorithms have been implemented, but have not been sensitive to local atomic structure [25] , and the issue of generalizability has not been addressed.
We have focused on HRTEM as opposed to HRSTEM as it is a more dose-efficient imaging mode and therefore useful for a wider range of materials.
However, segmentation in HRTEM is particularly challenging because the contrast between the substrate that the nanomaterial sits on and the nanomaterial itself can be very low. Because traditional image processing techniques are highly error prone for these types of images, we have implemented a convolutional neural network to handle semantic segmentation, which is segmentation of the image on a pixel by pixel basis. Neural network based semantic segmentation has the added benefit of giving a confidence of prediction for each pixel. We are particularly interested in segmenting out nanoparticle regions as opposed to individual atomic columns because then larger structural features and relationships between atomic columns can be analyzed on a particle by particle basis. For example, these segmented regions can then be passed to other classifiers and techniques for various structural analysis such as classifying nanoparticles containing dislocations. We use CNNs specifically because they have the flexibility to generalize across samples and the speed to be used in other methods such as in-situ particle tracking.
Here we present a solution to nanoparticle region identification in HRTEM that performs well on nanoparticles with a wide range of compositions and therefore scattering intensities. We have explored the impact of training set on segmentation by analyzing the results of three separately trained networks. We have found that networks trained only on micrographs of highly scattering samples or lightly scattering samples are not as robust as those which see a more diverse dataset. We show that the more diverse dataset increases pixelwise segmentation accuracy and dice coefficient for each individual dataset over networks trained to each specific dataset. These results point to a means of achieving segmentation on a wide variety of nanoparticle samples. This is likely due to the sensitivity of the neural network to lattice features. Our best performing CNN is able to segment nanoparticles with a 91% pixelwise accuracy. We were able to train this neural network using only 129 512x512 micrographs through data augmentation. The neural network is shown to be robust to changes in contrast and is sensitive to the presence of atomic columns.
We confirm this atomic column sensitivity by analyzing the activation maps from the neural network. Taken as a whole, this represents a critical step to an automated imaging, particle identification, and structure analysis workflow for nanoparticles.
II. METHODS
The overall goal of this work was to achieve accurate segmentation on micrographs of 2 nm CdSe nanoparticles.
These samples were particularly challenging because of the relatively low electron scattering from the low atomic number sample. Datasets of CdSe nanoparticles and Au nanoparticles were acquired in order to test the neural network's sensitivity to changes in contrast, due to the change in scattering potential of the different materials. CdSe micrographs provided a low scattering potential case while the Au nanoparticles were in the high scattering potential regime. Three separate neural networks were trained. The first was trained using only Au data, the second using only CdSe data, and the third was trained using a combination of both. Each time the network was only trained using 129 images in total. These three cases allowed us to test whether training would be more successful on narrower tasks, such as identifying a single material, or whether a greater diversity of images would improve results. Micrographs of a completely different material system, Pd nanoparticles, were not used in training but were used to test the generalizability of the network to different materials.
A. Sample Preparation and Data Collection
We collected CdSe micrographs using the TEAM 0.5 aberration corrected microscope at an operating voltage of 300 kV. CdSe particles were synthesized via the WANDA synthesis robot at the Molecular Foundry [5] . This solution was then diluted with hexane and dropcast on 200 mesh ultra-thin carbon grids. Forty six 1024x1024 images were taken by hand. Labels for this dataset were manually created using the MATLAB labeler app [26] . The CdSe particles being smaller and a lower atomic number material provided a lower contrast and, therefore, lower signal to background dataset.
Au nanoparticle data was collected using an FEI Themis with image aberration correction operated at 300 kV. Au nanoparticles in phosphate buffered saline were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The Au nanoparticle solution was diluted with water and dropcast on to 200 mesh carbon grids. Prior to drop casting, carbon grids were cleaned using a plasma cleaner. Thirteen 4026x4026 TEM micrographs were collected using SerialEM. SerialEM is a software which enables automated electron microscopy imaging [27] , and was used for automated focusing in order to speed up image collection. The autofocusing function also helped ensure that the range of defocus was within approximately 100 nm of Gaussian focus. Labels for network training were created by hand using the MATLAB labeler application [26] .
Palladium nanoparticles were synthesized by a solution method developed by Lim et al. [28] . 2 µL of the purified solution was then dropcast onto a 200 mesh carbon grid. Prior to dropcasting the carbon grids were cleaned using a plasma cleaner. The nanoparticles were then imaged using a FEI Themis with image aberration correction operated at 300kV.
B. Data Preprocessing
After data collection, there were several key steps in data preprocessing. For the segmentation, two classes were used: the nanoparticle class and the background class. Any contiguous crystalline region was labelled as being part of the nanoparticle class. All other regions were labelled as carbon background. Should there have been contamination a third class would have been needed, but in this case clean enough samples were prepared for this to not be necessary.
Images collected were 4096x4096 or 1024x1024 in Int16 format. Since large images make segmentation significantly more computationally demanding, we sliced each image and its ground truth segmentation map into 512x512 images which remained in Int16 format. Keeping data in Int16 format was found to be crucial as converting to Int8 (as would be found in standard pngs) negatively impacted network training due to the limited the dynamic range typical of HRTEM images. We used the openNCEM Python package in combination with custom code to for the image preprocessing [29] . OpenNCEM was used for reading the mrc files produced by the microscope software into Python. Opened mrc files were then matched with the png label files so that both could be put into numpy arrays and saved as h5 files. Once data had been properly sorted, both images and labels were sliced into 512x512 chunks and put into an array. All the images were then normalized by first applying a median filter with a 3x3 kernel which served to remove spurious X-rays. After filtering, the images were normalized by the filtered dataset maximum.
Significant portions of the raw input images were carbon background, which meant that when sliced into 512x512 images only 28% of images contained nanoparticles. Since a class must be predicted for each pixel, having only 28% of images contain particles meant that the background class was drastically over represented in the training, validation, and test set [30] . Therefore, we implemented a rough balancing of classes by using the ground truth segmentation maps to determine which 512x512 images contained any pixels belonging to the particle class. Any image that did not contain particle class pixels was discarded from the training and test set. For each network, 97 images were used in the training set, 32 images were in the validation set, and 46 images were in the test set.
C. Network Training
For this experiment, three separate neural networks were trained. One was trained solely on Au nanoparticle data, while the second was trained only on CdSe data. The third was trained on a combination of Au and CdSe data. The number of images used for training remained consistent for all three networks.
Processed micrographs were fed to a Keras image augmentation generator [31] .
The architecture implemented was based on the U-Net architecture developed by Ronneberger et al following the same convolution-deconvolution structure [14] .
We, however, implemented our neural network with much shallower features and several more convolutional and deconvolutional layers. Figure 1 explains the architecture we used. We also included dropout, a layer which randomly removes a certain portion of features, which Ronneberger did not. Most of these deviations from the original paper were to prevent overfitting. We found that a lighter architecture performed better than the original architecture described by Ronneberger et al. Whereas the original U-Net went from 572x572 with a depth of 1 to 28x28 with a depth of 1024, we found that neither this reduction in size nor number of features is necessary. Our network has an input of 512x512 with depth 1 (grayscale image) and has the smallest feature of 32x32 with a depth of 32. The network was trained to segment all crystalline regions from the non-crystalline background.
Training was performed using the Savio GPU cluster at U.C. Berkeley using a compute node with two Intel Xeon E5-2623 v3 CPU cores and an NVIDIA K80 GPU. The node had 64 GB of available RAM. The model was built using Keras with a Tensorflow backend [31] . Training used 97 sample images, which then fed into an image generator, which randomly rotated and flipped the images. The only augmentations allowed were rotations from 0-360 degrees, and mirroring. Each epoch contained 1,000 samples created from rotating the original processed 97 micrographs. Early stopping was implemented such that validation loss did not improve more than 0.001 after two epochs. The model was limited to train for a maximum of ten epochs. The model used categorical cross entropy for the loss function and Adam as the optimizer with a learning rate was 1x10 −4 [32, 33] . Batch size was set to 20. The model was updated based on the results of a validation set containing 32 images. Training was done independently for each different dataset.
D. Multiclass to Binary Classification
Despite only having two classes, we chose to treat this problem as a multiclass classification problem. Instead of having the neural network output a single segmentation map, which classifies the particle regions as 1 and the background as 0, we have it predict a segmentation map for both the background and particle class, as can be seen in the final output shown in Figure 1 . We found that this lead to better learning of the background class and therefore better end segmentation. This was evident by the decrease in the number of false positives when the neural network predicted two separate segmentation maps, one for each class.
Since the output of the neural network is two separate segmentation maps, we must choose one for the final segmentation of pixels. For most training instances, the segmentation map for the particle class was more confident in its predictions for each pixel and yielded higher accuracy. Therefore, the final segmentation maps where based on thresholding the particle segmentation map. The threshold was set to optimize pixelwise accuracy on the training data.
E. Testing
A holdout test dataset was reserved for final testing after model training had completed. This test set is separate from the vaildation set used during training. It consisted of 46 images.
The model predicted segmentation maps for both the background and particle class of the test set. The final segmentation map was then taken from the particle segmentation map, which was then thresholded based on the previously determined threshold, as described above. Pixelwise accuracy values and dice coefficients were then calculated based on these thresholded segmentation maps.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We tested whether networks trained on the same nanoparticle material datasets could perform better on their specific dataset than on a network which had been trained on a combination dataset. This was to test whether networks would need to be trained for individual material cases. Sample materials were hypothesized to influence neural network performance due to the dependence of image contrast on the scattering potential of the material. Overall, we found that a more diverse feature space created by training on a combination dataset actually improved segmentation results for both the Au and CdSe datasets. Finally, we also tested the generalizability of the combination network by having it segment a micrograph of Pd allowing us to test how the network responded on a new material system, under a variety of imaging conditions.
A. Results from Training with Gold Nanoparticle Micrographs
The first network was trained only on the Au nanoparticle dataset.
This network had good performance on the Au nanoparticle test set. It achieved a dice coefficient of 0.79 and a pixelwise accuracy of 88% on the test set. Figure 2a and b show a sample Au nanoparticle micrograph from the test set and the network's segmentation. From the sample image, it is clear that the network provides good segmentation on the nanoparticle region with strong atomic column contrast. However, there is obvious failure in regions where the atomic columns are not as clearly defined. Figure 2c presents the confusion matrix for of the network on a sample. From the confusion matrix, it is clear that the background pixels are segmented with high accuracy. However, as was shown from the sample micrograph, the network struggles with false negatives and therefore much of the background accuracy is due to overpredicting the background class.
While the network trained only on Au nanoparticle micrographs performed fairly well on the Au nanoparticle test set, it also needed to be tested for generalizability. Therefore a test set of CdSe micrographs was used to see how it would handle this lower scattering case. However, when tested on the CdSe dataset, the network fails dramatically. This can be seen in the confusion matrix presented in Figure 2f , which shows that the network essentially defaults to classifying all the pixel regions as particle pixels. This is also reflected in the segmentation map in 2e, where there are a significant number of false positives. While this result is not entirely unexpected given that the neural network was not trained on the CdSe set, it does suggest that the network lacks generalizability and is learning features specifically to the higher contrast Au nanoparticle dataset.
B. Results from Training with CdSe Nanoparticle Micrographs
A material-specific network was tested for segmentation of the CdSe dataset.
This network was trained on a subset of the CdSe data. The resulting network had a pixelwise accuracy of 87% but a dice coefficient of only 0.24. The confusion matrix of this test are shown in Figure 3c . Clearly, the features of the nanoparticles in this case are not learned as well as the previous network. Only 14% of particle pixels are correctly classified. This is exemplified in 3a and b which shows several CdSe particles which have been incorrectly labelled. Likely, this is partially due to the number of pixels belonging to each class between the Au nanoparticle and CdSe nanoparticle datasets; 33% of pixels in the Au dataset belonged to the particle class while only 12% of pixels belonged to the particle class in the CdSe dataset. It should be noted that the network was able to successfully recognize some nanoparticle regions. Overall, however, the CdSe only neural network is characterized by a large number of false negatives, suggesting that it learned fewer relevant features for the lower scattering case.
C. Results from Training with Combined Dataset
Performance of the Au nanoparticle network was markedly better than the CdSe only network. However, only the CdSe network was able to recognize CdSe regions. Therefore, we hypothesized that training on a combined dataset could serve to learn more robust features for micrographs of samples with large and small scattering factors. A new network was trained on 97 images which were a randomized combination of Au nanoparticle micrographs and CdSe nanoparticle micrographs from the previous training sets.
The original separate test sets were then used for each material -the original Au nanoparticle test set and the original CdSe nanoparticle test set. Both sets showed dramatic improvement in performance over the individually trained networks as can be seen in Figure  4 , which shows the confusion matrix for each dataset. Both confusion matrices show improved performance in terms of much higher fraction of true positives for both the Au and CdSe datasets. This improved performance is also reflected in the dice coefficient for each dataset. The network achieved a dice coefficient of 0.87 and 92% pixelwise accuracy on the Au dataset, and a dice coefficient of 0.56 and pixelwise accuracy of 89% on the CdSe dataset, significant gains compared to the networks which were individually trained for each network. This suggests that for maximum network efficacy the network should be trained on a diverse range of material datasets. To further test the generalizability of the network, we tested it on a completely new material.
Given a Pd micrograph, the network segmented the nanoparticle with a 96% pixelwise accuracy. The Pd sample segmentation is shown in Figure 5e . The fact that the network was able to generalize onto a new dataset suggests that it is learning generalizable features and not overtraining to the two original datasets.
We next analyzed whether the network would perform at least as well, or better, than traditional threshold based segmentation methods. Therefore, we compared , d-f, shows segmentation maps for each of the images in the first row generated by the network trained on a combination of CdSe and Au data. The third row, g-i, shows the segmentation maps for the same images that were generated by Bragg peak filtering. For all segmentation maps, yellow represents regions predicted to be in the particle class, blue regions predicted as background.
segmentation by Bragg peak filtering to the results from the neural network for three test images from the three datasets. To Bragg filter images, we first median filtered the intensity of the Fourier transform of each of the three images. This median filtered version of the Fourier transform was then subtracted off the intensity of the original Fourier transform in order to eliminate background effects and Thon rings. We used convolution and thresholding to locate the Bragg peaks and create a segmented version of Fourier space containing only the Bragg peaks. By applying the inverse Fourier transform a segmentation map was then generated. The results of this method are shown in Figure 5 g-i. From the Bragg peak-based segmentation maps, pixelwise accuracy was calculated for each sample image. CdSe was segmented with 71% accuracy, Pd with 91% accuracy, and Au with 77% accuracy. In comparison, the results for the neural network on these images was a pixelwise accuracy of 88% for CdSe, 96% for Pd, and 94% for Au. The results for Au and Pd were reasonably close between Bragg filtering and the neural network, however the neural network performed much better than the Bragg filtering on the more weakly scattering CdSe. This is due to the Bragg peaks being closer to background for the CdSe images. This resulted in significantly more false positives in Bragg peak identification and therefore the large number of false positive regions. It should also be noted that for reasonably good results for the Bragg filtering case, the thresholding parameters had to be tuned for each individual image, in contrast to the neural network. The neural network required no tuning to the individual micrograph and was successful in its segmentation task immediately for all three sample types. This highlights the truly automated nature of CNN-based segmentation.
The better segmentation for Au nanoparticles, by the neural network trained on mixed data, may be tied to the way in which the network learns the features of the different classes. In order to understand what features the neural network is sensitive to, we analyzed the activations from each layer. The activations shown early in the network in Figure 6 suggest that in the beginning the network is learning differences between particle and background features. This is seen by looking at which regions are highlighted in the activations relative to the image. The later activations show highlighting of specific atomic columns, suggesting the network is actually learning to distinguish the actual atomic column features. Looking back at the results from the Au trained network in Figure 2b , it can be seen that some of the lattice features are missed in the lower left hand particle. The sensitivity to specific atomic column features would explain why the network failed to identify these regions. This would also explain why, in the case of the Au nanoparticles, the network was unable to generalize to segment the CdSe micrographs. We hypothesize that the introduction of a combined dataset forced the network to learn a wider number of atomic column representations and therefore improved performance on less represented regions in any one dataset.
These findings suggest that the path to high performance, automated, and generalizable segmentation, based on the current architecture, is to provide a diverse dataset for neural network training. Improved performance could likely be achieved in one of two ways: first, as stated before, creating a network based on a diverse dataset representing most atomic lattice contrast scenarios. This clearly presents challenges in terms of acquiring such a dataset. The second path forward would be to develop a neural network architecture which would learn more textural information, for instance learning rows of atomic columns as opposed to individual columns. Already work has been done which has shown that less data is required to train networks which limit their kernels to spherical harmonics because of the introduced rotational invariance [34] . If a similar approach could be taken in order to favor learning textures, performance could also potentially improve.
The results presented show the potential for developing automated characterization. We have been able to train the U-Net architecture to segment images for materials with variable scattering factors. Automated segmentation, such as this, could then be used as a base for further automated classification of local atomic structures, including defects. Ultimately, statistics based on these classifications of local atomic structures could be used to help enhance prediction of material structures and the influence of local structural heterogeneity on properties and performance.
IV. CONCLUSION
Segmentation using neural networks on HRTEM images which include a crystalline region and amorphous background is a new area of exploration. This method could have impact on high throughput materials characterization in the HRTEM. We have shown that a U-Net architecture can achieve state-of-the-art segmentation results on HRTEM images. Segmentation using U-Net appears to depend strongly on learning atomic column representations. We have also determined that accurate location of particles is not dependent on mass thickness contrast but instead on the presence of atomic columns, which is promising for the application to low atomic number materials. We have also found that training on a diverse set of materials leads to the most generalizable neural network, as well as overall enhanced accuracy across the test set. Additionally, the developed neural network is able to outperform traditional segmentation techniques such as Bragg peak filtering on low atomic number materials by a fairly significant margin. We have also demonstrated the possibility of a high throughput characterization pipeline using HRTEM. While this study was not high throughput, each individual part used automated techniques from synthesis, to imaging, and finally segmentation. This technique demonstrates the potential of CNNs as the base for further analysis and classification tools for local atomic structure.
V. DATA AVAILABILITY
The complete workflow for micrograph preprocessing, network training, and testing is available in Jupyter notebooks at https://github.com/ScottLabUCB/ HTTEM/tree/master/pyNanoFind
